Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_JJ says:
::In Engineering, working and mumbling something nasty about Plet::

COPS_Rick says:
::resting in sickbay and waiting for CMO Rex for release:: Doc: When will I be released?

CNS_Savar says:
::In OPS, monitering the Science Station::

CMO_Rex says:
::in sickbay, treating virus patients::

Host CO_Reed says:
::looking over repair schedules in his quarters::

Ops_Craig says:
::In OPS, at Ops console::

CmdrWolfe says:
::in Sickbay, still looking a little green::

EMH says:
::gives the COPS a disapproving look:: You're recovering from a widespread systemic viral infection. You're lucky to be conscious.

CSecWolfe says:
::finally gets his office cleaned up, keeping a careful eye on those captured Dominion Troops...the TR-170 rifle sitting across his desk::

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to wonder how the core was able to stay stable during his captivity::

CMO_Rex says:
::glances over at the COPS' readings:: Mm... I'd rather keep you a while longer, but we need the biobeds... go ahead, but take it easy. Light duty only.

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  When can we expect a Starship to arrive and take our prisoners to an internment camp?

COPS_Rick says:
Thanks Doc.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she's helped by Doctor Alar, then goes back onto the Promenade, heading for the Security office::

EMH says:
::glares at the CMO::

CEO_JJ says:
::thinks for a moment then remember that there are some captives that were in Engineering currently being held in the brig::

CSecWolfe says:
::leans back in his chair, sipping on a nice, warm cup of coffee::

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves to Tactical Station to use tactical scanners::

Host CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  I haven't received any notice on that as of yet.

Ops_Craig says:
*COps* Sir, i have things in control on the bridge why dont you sleep off your time in sickbay.

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: Sir is there any chance that I might be able to interrigate one of the prisoners that were caught in Engineering

EMH says:
::examines Commander Wolfe:: You seem to be in fairly good health. Are you feeling any nausea?

COPS_Rick says:
::heads toward TL and thinking of a hot shower::  *Ops* Thanks for the thought and I am heading towards my quarters.

CSecWolfe says:
*Reed*  We are filled to capacity here  ::stands and walks over to a wall console showing the current security measures::  We need to get rid of some of these troops.

Ops_Craig says:
*COps* anytime sir. ::grins::

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  I am just getting caught up who was captured where, give me a few moments, and I will see if someone was found in or around Main Engineering.

COPS_Rick says:
::enters TL:: Deck 5

CMO_Rex says:
::gives the EMH an odd look::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::wakes up in his quarters::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: Sir I know there were some caught in Engineering I stunned them myself

Host CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  I'm sorry, but there is nothing I can do at this time.  I will have a word with Plet whenever he is "rested".

CSecWolfe says:
::turns around and, after taking one more sip from the mug, walks around and sits down, openning the Marines combat reports::

EMH says:
::continues to treat Commander Wolfe for approximately 30 seconds, flickers, then resumes normal duties::

COPS_Rick says:
*CEO* How's everything going? Sorry about the blackout.

Ops_Craig says:
*CEO* you need some help down there with the core or do you got it under control?

CMO_Rex says:
::makes a mental note to have engineering run a diagnostic on the EMH::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at core mixture and sensor readings then adjusts the mixture to a slightly high output::

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: that's alright

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: I want to know what the Cardassian Engineers did to the core to keep it from exploding

CMO_Rex says:
::looks around at the number of patients in sickbay::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: and if they did anything else

CmdrWolfe says:
::she walks into the security office::

CMO_Rex says:
I think I should be able to handle it from here... Computer, deactivate the EMH.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::looks around and gets his bearings, then notices a message waiting for him on his computer::

EMH says:
::frowns disapprovingly, then disappears::

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: contact the doctor and ask him if any more of my EOs have recovered

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  We have over 30 Cardassians captured... ::checks records::  It would seem who you are looking for were killed in the pretty severe firefight that occured in Engineering...all I have here are the mildly injured Cardassians caught near the Turbolifts, cargobays, and airlocks.

COPS_Rick says:
::enters quarters:: Computer: Computer soft music and start hot shower.

COPS_Rick says:
<Computer> Shower started.  ::soft music begins::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::gets up to read the message::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::eyebrows go up on his forehead slightly::

CSecWolfe says:
::notices his wife enter and smiles briefly, getting back to work::  *Reed*  Either we get these Cardassians unloaded, or we get some engineering teams here to fix the two blown brig cells. Wolfe out..

CmdrWolfe says:
::she sits down, and glances up at her husband:: How's it going?

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: That can't be right. I am sure that I stunned to Cardassians. Although I was busy with the core---- Oh no, sir we might have vaporized the stunned cardassians by accident thinking they were dead with the others

CEO_JJ says:
to=two

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::shuts off his terminal and goes to get his uniform on::

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  I have a report of a pretty ferocious firefight in and around engineering by the Marines.....quite possible for your stunned Engineers to get raked with shrapnel.  Next time, tell the Marines to be a bit more careful...Wolfe out.

CMO_Rex says:
::walks into his office and drops into his chair:: Computer, play the score to the HMS Pinafore. ::music starts playing::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::winces as he pulls the tunic over his head::

Host CO_Reed says:
::sighs, then writes up a letter requesting some form of transportation to get these Cardassians off the station, then sends it to Plet's quarters::

CSecWolfe says:
::lets out a strained breath::  Kate:  Its been busy.....Plet wants all security measures doubled in case the Dominion returns...

CEO_JJ says:
::worries about what might have happened to those Cardassians and feels odd about it::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: Ensign do you have a free moment?

COPS_Rick says:
::enjoys hot shower and finishes and lays down and listens to the music::

CSecWolfe says:
::brings the half-empty mug to his lips and takes a sip::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::finishes getting dressed and notices the message light is blinking again::

CTO_Matt says:
::stands at Tactical, scanning the system for any unusual anomolies or weird readings::

CMO_Rex says:
*CO* Sir, is there anything else you'd like me to take care of?

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks up:: CTO: Here.  You may have your station.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: anytime

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Then I'd make him pick up a rifle.

Host CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  For now, just help out all those still injured, or suffering from the virus.

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves back to Science Station::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: OK I need you to come down here to Engineering I want to make sure that the Cardassians didn't sabotage the core

CSecWolfe says:
::chuckles::  Kate:  Well, Love, he might just have to next time around.  You look better....the Doc get you fixed up I take it?

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: on my way

Ops_Craig says:
::enters TL:: Main Engineering

COPS_Rick says:
*OPS* Let me know if you need anything up there?

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to CNS::

CMO_Rex says:
*CO*: I think I have everything under control for now... if you need me I'll be in my office relaxing.

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to bring out a tray that is full with all kinds of diagnostic equipment::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::reads the message and sends it back to Reed marked:  "Permission denied".

Ops_Craig says:
*COps* No, sir. just heading to Engineering to help the CEO

COPS_Rick says:
*OPS* Who's on the bridge?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::walks out of his quarters and heads for OPS::P

CNS_Savar says:
*OPS*: Counselor here.

CmdrWolfe says:
:;she sighs, still looking more green than she's ever looked:: Max: The doctor did all he could. I am waiting for word on my debriefing on the hostage situation earlier.

CSecWolfe says:
::notices the rifle he left out.....eyebrows furrowing, he stands and picks up the weapon.  Making sure that a round is not in the chamber, he snaps the clip out and takes the two items to the Brig's armory::

Ops_Craig says:
*COps* the CNS and a few others

Host CO_Reed says:
::notes the flashing message indicator on his computer screen::  *Wolfe*:  I'm sorry, but Cmmdr Plet has denied your request.  He did not give a specific reason.

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to wonder at all the things happening up in OPS, no unschedule ships I hope::

Ops_Craig says:
*COps* i set up an Ops console in Main Engineering for Emergencies when you were gon

COPS_Rick says:
*CNS* If anything happens, call me.

CSecWolfe says:
::mutters:: Damnit......
*Reed*  Then inform the good Commodore that, should these Cardassians escape, everything that happens will be on his head.  Wolfe out

Ops_Craig says:
::exits TL::

COPS_Rick says:
*OPS* Right

CMO_Rex says:
::suddenly thinks of something:: *CEO*: When you have a few moments, could you run a diagnostic on the EMH?

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: mornin'

CEO_JJ says:
::picks up a tool:: OPS: morning *DOC*: have the comptuer start one right away for now I have other priotities

CSecWolfe says:
::snaps the rifle in place using a tad more force than nessecary, shutting the doors and locking them::  Kate:  Hostage situation?

Host CO_Reed says:
::adds Commander Wolfe's complaints to the list::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: anything big happenin' down here??

COPS_Rick says:
::starts to review schedules and rosters::

CMO_Rex says:
*CEO*: No rush, whenever you have a free moment is fine.

CSecWolfe says:
::walks back and sits down::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: You didn't hear? The senior staff was taken hostage for a time.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: I think that the core might have been sabotaged while we were in captivity, I want to run a full diagnostic without shutting down the core

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Power from the core drops significantly due to a drain on it.

CEO_JJ says:
::alarms in Engineering go off::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: we have a problem

CEO_JJ says:
::runs over to the core controls::

CSecWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::  Kate:  No....I was in pretty bad shape from what the EMH told me....

Ops_Craig says:
:: runs to a console::

Host CO_Reed says:
::notices the lights dim yet again::

CMO_Rex says:
::dozes lightly in his chair::

Ops_Craig says:
*CO* Plet's men are at it again

CNS_Savar says:
::Brings up emergency power ratios on science station::

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the power drain on his console::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: You almost died. We managed to get you to Sickbay, then we were overrun.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: agreed   *Ops*: Any body up there you better shut some of the station down or we will have another core shut down

Host CO_Reed says:
*Ops*:  There is nothing I can do about it.  Just make sure that our power levels do not go below critical.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::walks into OPS and sees AXO Wolfe::

Ops_Craig says:
::runs trace program on power usage::

CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: I'll see what I can do.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Wolfe: Report.

CMO_Rex says:
::mumbles in his sleep:: mumble mumble EMH mumble mumble phaser rifle mumble bedside manner...

Ops_Craig says:
*CO* aye aye, sir

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir we have another problem the core is going to go out again if we don't lower power consumption

CNS_Savar says:
CTO: See what parts of the station can be shut down.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: can we cut power to all the labs from here?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
ALL: Where is The chief of Security?

CSecWolfe says:
::lights dim, bolts to his feet and gets the armory open, grabbing two TR-170's from the racks and, slamming clips into place, sits back down, appearing both shocked and frustrated::  Died?  I remember blacking out....the Cardassians in Sickbay didnt allow much chitchat....::hands his wife one of the weapons::

CEO_JJ says:
*Coun*: Check the labs if one of them is using more power than normal tell me ::starts to thing about the phaser rifle in the nearest weapons locker::

COPS_Rick says:
::notices lights dim::  *CNS* What is happening?

CSecWolfe says:
~~Kate:  just in case those forcefields fail::~~

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: The cheif of security is currently in his office, sir.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: when we find out where the drain is coming from maybe

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Cmmdr Plet has refused nearly all of my requests.

CTO_Matt says:
CNS:  Yes, Sir, I will try.  ::scans the internal sensors to find out what areas are not being used::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: I found it; it’s coming from lab 20-10

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: permission to speak freely sir

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Savar:  And you are?

CNS_Savar says:
*COPS*: Power ouput of the core has dropped significantly.

CEO_JJ says:
OSP: again?!

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: apparently

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Granted

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: Ensign Savar Dickinson, Counselor, sir.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: can we cut power or not? do we have the jurisdiction?

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: I think that if we are to do our jobs we are going to have to break some of the orders that come from Plet otherwise the station will not be able to do anything at all

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  What with everything Plet has ordered, security wise, I've barely been able to keep up with how you were doing, much less finding out what happened to me.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Savar:  Who has the Captain left in charge here?

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: start trying and if we get in trouble you were just taking orders

COPS_Rick says:
*CNS* Reroute power from the zenobiology labs to main power core.

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: I'm currently in charge here, sir.

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  As hard as it may be at times, we must always respect the chain of command.  It has been established for a reason, and we should not ever turn against it.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she takes the rifle:: ~Max: I understand~

CEO_JJ says:
::tries to shore up the core::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Maybe sometime I'll have to fill you in.

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: Excuse me, sir.  We have a crisis right now.  *COPS*: I will do so now. ::Transfers power::

CMO_Rex says:
::falls out of his chair and leaps to his feet in a panic::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: I understand the chain of commmand sir but in this case if we don't do anything just the opisite will happen

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  I hope you do......you want something to drink? eat?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::looks disgustedly at the CNS::Savar: A counselor in command?  Now I've seen everything.  Very well.  Please record in the Station's log that I assume command as of this time.

COPS_Rick says:
::gets dressed and heads towards TL::

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: Aye, sir.

CMO_Rex says:
::looks around, attempts to look like he meant to do that::

COPS_Rick says:
::enters TL: Bridge.

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Although his orders may seem strange, they are most likely for a reason.  It is not out place to question that reason.

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: alright sir CEO_JJ out ::cuts comm links::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she shakes her head, her hair swinging forward into her face:: No, I think I'm going to skip it for now.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Savar:  After you report on that power drop, you may return to your office.

CSecWolfe says:
Alright  ::smiling slightly and rubbing his chin where once there was a goatee::

COPS_Rick says:
::door of TL opens and steps onto the Bridge and sees CmmdrPlet:: Cmmdr: Sir

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps working on the core:: OPS: have you been able to make any head way in cutting that lab's power consumption

CNS_Savar says:
::Records transfer of command:: Plet: Sir, permission to speak?

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: this is getting rediculous

CMO_Rex says:
::walks out into sickbay:: Computer, activate the EMH.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: im heading for the ODN junction

CmdrWolfe says:
::she brings the rifle up in her arms::

EMH says:
Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: you mean EPS

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: gonna try to pull the circut

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Savar: After your report, Ensign.

Ops_Craig says:
<EPS>

CSecWolfe says:
Kate, whats on your mind....::smirking slightly and finishing off the last of that coffee::

CMO_Rex says:
EMH: No emergency. I need you to watch the patients for a while... I'm going up to Ops.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: brb ::grins::

EMH says:
CMO: I protest! I'm a doctor, not a daycare worker!

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: good luck

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: I have recorded the transfer of command, but my duty schedule has me in OPS.  I would be neglegent in my duties if I left now.

COPS_Rick says:
::heads towards OPS station::

Ops_Craig says:
::heads for the EPS junction::

CNS_Savar says:
::Quickly:: Sir.

CMO_Rex says:
::sighs:: EMH: OK, maybe we'll skip that diagnostic, you're working fine.

CMO_Rex says:
::walks out of sickbay, headed for the TL::

COPS_Rick says:
CNS: I will cover for you.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Savar: Very well.  Why was there a power fall off?

Ops_Craig says:
*COps* sir, im about to cut the EPS conduit to lab 20-10

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps doing as much as he can to the core to keep it from going over again::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Now isn't the time to talk about what I've got on my mind. ::she pushes her hair back behind her ears, so she can see.

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: I have recieved no official report of the cause of the power fall-off, sir.  However, many of the crew believes it is the labs stealing too much power, sir.

EMH says:
CMO: Of course I'm working fine. I'm an EMH. Nothing can possibly go wrong... go wrong... go wrong... go wrong... go wrong... ::flicker:: with me.

CSecWolfe says:
Well, you obviously didnt swing through here for the nightlife ::motioning to the Cardassians and chuckling::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Savar:  Understood.  Please endevour to find out the actual cause.

CEO_JJ says:
*Ops*: any body up there you need to cut power, and now we are going over the red line

Ops_Craig says:
*CO* sir you might want to try and asume temp. command of the station from plet under a med. emg. act or whatever itts called. it would buy us some time

Host CO_Reed says:
::stretches, readjusts his uniform, then exits his quarters en route to Ops::

COPS_Rick says:
Plet: Sir, I had the CNS reroute the power so the core would not go critical.

CTO_Matt says:
::cuts power to any replicators in personal quarters that are not being used::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: cutting NOW:: cuts power to lab 20-10

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: We're not going to be having children. Not for a while.

CMO_Rex says:
::rides the TL up to ops::

CmdrWolfe says:
::gripping the rifle more tightly::

CNS_Savar says:
Plet: Yes, sir.  ::Returns to science station, doing exactly that, since he was working on it until Plet interrupted him::  Computer, attempt to trace the source of the power output.

CSecWolfe says:
::having leaned back in the chair, suddenly looses his balance and tips all the way back, landing with a loud thud on the brig floor::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
COPS: Understood.

CmdrWolfe says:
::peeps over the desk:: Max?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
ACTION: The core's power drops another 10% due to a drain.

COPS_Rick says:
CNS: Check power usage for lab 20-10.

CEO_JJ says:
::oh foot::

CSecWolfe says:
I'm alright......::urf::....fine.......

CMO_Rex says:
::steps out of the TL in Ops::

CNS_Savar says:
::Under breath:: *CO*: I thought you should know, Plet has taken command.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Need some help?

Host CO_Reed says:
::arrives at Ops, sees Plet, then sighs::  Good morning, Cmmdr.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: it didn't work, it's gotten worse by 10%

Host CmmdrPlet says:
ACTION: The entire station literally disappears from under the crew.

CSecWolfe says:
::pulls himself up, righting his chair and giving the Cardassian an icy stair::

CSecWolfe says:
::blinks::

COPS_Rick says:
ALL:: what the hell?

CEO_JJ says:
::looks down and wonders why he isn't dead::

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at nothing in front of him::

Host CO_Reed says:
::walks up to the counselor and whispers::  I received the bri... ::looks around::

CMO_Rex says:
::taps his combadge:: Any personnel, please respond...

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: can you hear me ensign?

Ops_Craig says:
CEO:uh huh ::wacks head on the top of the tube:: OWWWW

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks around:: COPS: I will not be able to check the power now.

Ops_Craig says:
::falls unconcious::

CSecWolfe says:
::his mind changes gears faster than a jackrabbit on a date::

COPS_Rick says:
CO: What happened?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::looks around and quickly becomes disoriented::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: Craig!!!! ::concerned::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  this is what they were looking for.....

CEO_JJ says:
*Ops*: what in the world is going on up there

CmdrWolfe says:
::frozen in place:: Max: I agree. ::said in a tone of shock::

CSecWolfe says:
::grabs the padd he pulled out of Main Science Lab one, still with a few drops of Cardassian blood on it::

COPS_Rick says:
*ALL* All personal stay where you are. Do not move until ordered.

CSecWolfe says:
::after all, it was right where he left it...in the confines of his tunic::

COPS_Rick says:
CO: Orders?

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: I must assist the ensign ::moves ever so slightly as to test the ground::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she bites her lip:: I guess what I was just saying doesn't matter as much now.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  You know what this means?  ::looks straight down at the padd, his voice grim::

Host CO_Reed says:
Chief OPS:  I suggest we just stay here until the labs decide to stop experimenting with whatever they are experimenting with.

CMO_Rex says:
::looks at Plet:: Sir, are you feeling OK?

CTO_Matt says:
::cannot see his station or the sensors or anything at his station and looks up at the Captain and Cmmdr::

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: I know exactly what it means. It means that every prisoner on this station knows what we have.

COPS_Rick says:
*CEO* Go ahead.

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: It also means that the Treaty of Algernon has been breached in the the worst fashion.

COPS_Rick says:
CO: Power was cut fro Lab 20-10.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Reed: What is going on here?

CEO_JJ says:
::test good so far:: ::keeps moving towards the jefferies tube::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  And the Romulans have every right to declare war on us...

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Is it too late to request a transfer?

CNS_Savar says:
::Pulls tricorder from belt and begins to scan::

CMO_Rex says:
CO: How about you, sir? Do you feel... normal?

Host CO_Reed says:
Plet:  I do not know, sir.  I would imagine that it has something to do with the experimets which you refused to shut down.

CSecWolfe says:
~~~Kate: as for what we were originally talking about, we will get back to it........believe me.....~~~

CEO_JJ says:
::sees the OPS officer and begins to check his vitals:: OPS: Ensign!

CmdrWolfe says:
~Max: I know. Not a conversation I'm looking forward to.~

Ops_Craig says:
:: slowly awakens:: OHhhhh my hea..... Ohhhh i think im gonna PUKE!

CNS_Savar says:
ALL: Sirs, I do not believe it would be a good idea to lok down.

CEO_JJ says:
::backs up::

CSecWolfe says:
::has half a mind to get in touch with his father....if he could see his terminal::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Reed: You know as well as I these experiments cannot be shut down.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: just back away and give me your gloves I will try to put the EPS conduit back together

Ops_Craig says:
*CEO* im ok just a little naseated

CMO_Rex says:
::glances down and sees someone in the shower:: Well, he's certainly...um, healthy...

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Reed: Do something!

Ops_Craig says:
::hands gloves to CEO::

CSecWolfe says:
*Plet*  Commander  Wolfe here, Sir, and it seems we all know what the Dominion wanted...dont we...

CEO_JJ says:
::puts gloves on and starts to feel around for the conduit::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
*Wolfe*:  Irrelevant, Commander.

Host CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  I cannot do anything, sir, that you cannot do.  You seem to know more about what is going on on this station than anyone else, *and* you have authority over everyone here.  With all due respect, sir, *you* do something.

CEO_JJ says:
::finds one end of the conduit and focuses attention on the other end::

CNS_Savar says:
::Raises one eyebrow::

COPS_Rick says:
* How is the prisoners doing?CSec*

CmdrWolfe says:
*Plet* This is hardly irrelevant, Commodore. This is a massive breach of protocol, and Starfleet Command will hear of it.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: is the whole station like this?

CSecWolfe says:
*Plet*  I would consider the current attack and the stations current situtation hardly irrelevant.  We have just violated one of the longest standings peace agreements with the Romulan Empire......you want a war with them too!?

COPS_Rick says:
*CSec* How are the prisoners doing?

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: keep your eyes closed, Ensign you don't want to know

CMO_Rex says:
::touches the CO's arm:: Sir, we may have yet another problem.

CSecWolfe says:
*COPS*  They are as confused as we are.....for good reason...

Host CO_Reed says:
CMO:  What is it?

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: uh huh i see ::mutters something about the blasted space combat course at the academy::

CEO_JJ says:
::finds the other end and ptus them back together::

CMO_Rex says:
CO: I left the EMH in charge of sickbay... he wasn't in the best condition when I left him, and I don't know that he can function at all under the present, er, conditions.

CTO_Matt says:
::looks towards the make shift containers attached to the station::

CmdrWolfe says:
~Max: I'm worried that he doesn't know how to fix it.~

CSecWolfe says:
::feels the rage over the recent events boiling forward, his face turning a bright crimson in rage::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
*Wolfes*: You have no idea what you are talking about Commanders.  Please do not jump to conclusions.

Host CO_Reed says:
CMO:  At least he is restricted to sickbay.

CmdrWolfe says:
*Plet* : Then perhaps you should let us all in on it, as we are all affected.

CSecWolfe says:
*Plet* The station has CLOAKED!  We're standing still, the conclusions are jumping at us

CMO_Rex says:
CO: That's the problem, so are several patients.

COPS_Rick says:
::stands there and sighs::

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves close to CO:: CO: We should be able to look down and see in the labs now.

CSecWolfe says:
::still holding that padd, reaches down and opens a new communications file and begins typing a letter, his fingers pounding the padd furiously::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: I've put the conduit back together, something else must have caused this

CNS_Savar says:
CO: Also, my tricorder is registering a massive amount of neutrinos, most likely from this cloak.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: it looks like a cloaking device gone bad

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: lets get back to engineering

Host CO_Reed says:
CNS:  Considering that the control panels are now invisible, it will be rather difficult to do anything about the current situation.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: agreed ::drops conduits and let's it come apart::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she stands where she is, gripping the rifle very tightly- she doesn't know what else will fail::

CMO_Rex says:
CO: For what it's worth, I would recommend correcting this.. situation.. as soon as possible.

CNS_Savar says:
CO: We could have the tricorder act as a control panel.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
ACTION: The station flickers back around the crew.

Ops_Craig says:
::cralws carefully back to ENG::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  You see those Cardassians move...shoot them....I dont have the time, patience, or manpower to deal with them getting out....::notices the station has decided to return to them::

CEO_JJ says:
::feels his way back to Engineering but begins to see the walls again and is able to go fast::

CTO_Matt says:
::blinks his eyes, closes them and rubs his hands across his eyes to get them back in focus::

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: thank god::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: agreed

CSecWolfe says:
::finishes the note and saves it, tucking the padd back within his tunic::

CMO_Rex says:
::looks around:: Excellent. Any orders, ::deliberately looks past Plet:: Captain?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
ACTION: There is no more power drain and the core is back up to previous levels.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she leans against the desk, allowing that single movement to revitalise her:: Max: Not a problem from where I'm sitting....except that the forcefield might be a problem.

CNS_Savar says:
::Looks around for a few millisecond, then calls up any logs on science station for the last few minutes::

COPS_Rick says:
::checks scanners and checks status of station:: CO: Station no damage.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: we are back to normal power consumption

Host CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  Unless you want more incidents as this one, I highly suggest you have the experiments.. postponed until further notice.

Ops_Craig says:
CEO: im headin for sick bay

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at the core controls:: *Ops*: the core has returned to normal and so has the station at least on this end, what about up there?

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: alright

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::notices the CMO::You are relieved, Lt!

Ops_Craig says:
*CMO* can you meet me in sick bay, think i have a concussion

CTO_Matt says:
::looks back at his console and tries to figure out where that power drain came from, tracing it back to the source::

CMO_Rex says:
::blinks:: Plet: On what grounds? Sir.

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, was there any data recorded the last three minutes?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Reed: The future of the Federation depends on these experiments.  I think you and your crew could put up with a few inconvieniences for a while!

COPS_Rick says:
*CEO* Fine here but hold on.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she falls quiet, and then starts wondering.....how do we know that Plet is who he says he is::

CSecWolfe says:
::pages two of the healthy Security officers on the deck to relieve himself and his wife, they take their place in the Security Area::  Kate:  Want to get to the bottom of this?

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: sir are you alright?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::glares at the CMO::I said you are relieved.

CSecWolfe says:
::walks back to the armory and gets out a tricorder and that wellworn engineering kit::  *CEO*  Fine.....Wolfe out.....

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: more than you might realise....I'm just wondering if he's really who he says he is. I've heard ripples of Section 31, so I am concerned about renegades.

Host CO_Reed says:
CMO:  Wait.  We were boarded by a Dominion vessel while Plet was on board.  With all that was going on, nobody was keeping an eye on the Cmmdr.  I believe a blood screening is in order.

CSecWolfe says:
::tosses the kit to his wife::  Kate:  here, you know how to use those things better than I....

COPS_Rick says:
*CSec* Sir your presence is requested on the bridge.

CMO_Rex says:
::swallows hard, but holds his ground:: Plet: Sir, in my judgement, you are acting erratically. ::looks at the CO:: I hereby recommend that the Commodore be relieved of all duties until further notice. Do you concur, sir?

CmdrWolfe says:
::she puts her rifle down and catches the engineering kit in one smooth movement:: Max: Let's go.

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to wonder about his safety all alone in Engineering, picks up a phaser from undernth his desk::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
Reed: I will gladly submit to a test.  Then the CMO is relieved.

CSecWolfe says:
*COPS*  For what reason?  ::fuming internally, his eyes gl0owing with rage::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
CMO: I am not acting erratically.  If I could tell you half of the things you don't know, you would realize that.

COPS_Rick says:
*CSec* Something that you might to need be involved with sir

Host CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  You appear to be acting under heavy stress as well, so should you pass the blood screening, you would require a psychological examination.  Unless, of course, you can provide valid reasons for breaking numerous Starfleet regulations.

CEO_JJ says:
::picks up a larger Engineering Kit than his old one:: Computer: uplink this mobile control interface with engineering

CmdrWolfe says:
:;she pauses at the door, waiting for Max::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out of Engineering as the computer beeps affirmitve::

CSecWolfe says:
*COPS*  I am busy following up an invesitgation at the moment.......I will be there in a moment.  ::motions Kate out, following her::

CNS_Savar says:
::Whispering:: CMO: Do we have the time for an investigation?

CTO_Matt says:
::watches the exchange between the senior officers and scans the system for anything that might have passed by the station while they were "cloaked"::

CEO_JJ says:
::heads for the TL:: Lab 20-10

CmdrWolfe says:
::she starts down the corridor:: Max: The research lab, then?

CEO_JJ says:
::pulls out phaser and sets on stun::

CMO_Rex says:
Plet: Sir, so far, you have broken a treaty and possibly risked a war with the Romulans. You have caused our station to DISAPPEAR, and relieved a member of the senior staff from duty for no adequately explained reason. And I believe I will take some blood from you.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
ACTION: The station disappears again.

CMO_Rex says:
::reaches into his medkit for a hypo::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Lab 20-10.....converted Holodeck....::comes to a dead stop, and shouting in rage::

COPS_Rick says:
CO: Sir?

Ops_Craig says:
::watches sick bay diappear::

CNS_Savar says:
Self: Interesting.

CEO_JJ says:
::still feels the TL moving then it stops and a door opening sound it heard::

COPS_Rick says:
CTO: Are you steady?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
All: you all seem to think this is my fault.::calmer now:: Rest assured, I am merely a pawn as you all are.  I am not the one that has broken regulations.

CEO_JJ  (Ds9doors.wav)

Ops_Craig says:
::groans::oh no not again

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::feels disoriented again::

CMO_Rex says:
Plet: Correction. You've now caused the station to disappear twice. 

CEO_JJ says:
::I walk out and do my best to walk down the corridor to Lab 20-10::

COPS_Rick says:
Plet:  Who is responsible?

CMO_Rex says:
::takes a vial of blood from Plet::

CTO_Matt says:
::throws up his hands as he cannot see his sensor readings of the area::

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::raises a hand to his head::

CSecWolfe says:
::feels his breath come in ragged gasps, his fists clenching in rage::  Everytime this happens, is one more chance for some probe, ship or spy to discover this....

CEO_JJ says:
::sees the CSec and two of his officers:: CSec: sir

Host CmmdrPlet says:
COPS: I cannot answer that.

CMO_Rex says:
::looks at the CO, nods, and shrugs::

CMO_Rex says:
::injects Plet with an anti-nauseant::

COPS_Rick says:
CO: Can you sense something from him, sir?

CEO_JJ says:
::sets down Mobile Interface on lap and starts to type in some commands::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she stays calm, and that's no easy feat when she's feeling as dreadful as she is::

Host CO_Reed says:
Chief OPS:  I am only a partial tactile telepath.  I cannot sense emotions or thoughts.

CMO_Rex says:
wait a second... this might work...

CmdrWolfe says:
Max: Do you think you can remember the layout of the station well enough to get to the lab?

COPS_Rick says:
CO: sorry sir

CNS_Savar says:
CO, COPS: I believe I may be able to help, if you wish.

COPS_Rick says:
CNS: by all means.

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Perhaps...I can at least make it to the lifts.....::starts walking carefully in the direction, attempting not to trip, fall, or clutz up::

CMO_Rex says:
Computer, this is the CMO. Begin to mix a general multi-species anti-nauseant into the air supply, 10 parts per million.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
::falls back onto...something...and starts breathing heavily::

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to remember the layout of his console and tries to disconnect any power that is not needed for lifesupport or station defense::

CEO_JJ says:
::continues typing comamnds and is worried by the non-reaction of the security officers to my presence::

CNS_Savar says:
COPS: However, I will not be able to sense too much.  Commander Wolfe may be better to help.

CMO_Rex says:
<Computer> Authorization required.

Host CmmdrPlet says:
<Computer>CMO: Unable to comply.

CMO_Rex says:
Computer: Why not?

CEO_JJ says:
::tries to get the doors to lab 20-10 to open::

CSecWolfe says:
::bumps into the doors of the lift, gropes the panel and waits::

COPS_Rick says:
Plet: What's happening with yourself?

Host CmmdrPlet says:
<computer>CMO: Unable to retrieve all necessary components.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she pauses for a minute:: Max: There's a lot of tension- panic- coming from the lab.

Host CO_Reed says:
*All labs*:  Shut down any experiments you are presently running.  You will have the oportunity to continue your research at a later time.

CMO_Rex says:
::groans:: Of course, the computer's internal sensors can't find the material to produce the drugs...

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Whomever is down there is in a world of trouble....the cat is out of the proverbial bag...

Host CmmdrPlet says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

